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Thank you for that kind introduction.  Mayors; Mr. Ambassador; distinguished 

members of the Netherlands America Institute Limburg, ladies and gentlemen:  

 

It is wonderful to be here.  I’d like to thank Arthur and the NAIL for hosting this 

Memorial Eve Banquet each year since 1952.  I applaud you for honoring the 

American and Allied servicemen with this fantastic tradition for 65 years.  

 

The Netherlands American Cemetery in Margraten honors 10,023 men and 

women.  Thanks to the dedication and commitment of the Dutch people, these 

individuals are not just faceless names in a garden of stones.  They are 

immortalized by personal contacts between the Dutch and the families of the 

fallen, in photos, and by documentaries.  Thanks to many Dutch volunteers, their 

sacrifices are remembered even by those too young to recall a world without 

NATO or the European Union. 

 

Tomorrow we will honor those who paid the ultimate sacrifice for freedom.  Today 

I’d like to focus on what their efforts taught us.  One thing we all learned was that 

we must stand with Europe today and every day.  We have recognized that when 

the United States and Europe are peaceful and prosperous, we advance the peace 

and prosperity of the entire world.  Many people in the Netherlands were 

skeptical about U.S. policy after our last election.  The President’s remarks at the 

NATO’s Leaders’ Meeting on Thursday, as well as previous speeches by the Vice 

President, Secretary of State, and Secretary of Defense, show there is no reason 

for such skepticism when discussing our common defense.   

 

Of course, words must be accompanied by deeds.  In Eygelshoven, Brunssum, 

Volkel, and Schinnen, the United States has hundreds of service men and women 

committed to our joint mission.  Just like their comrades buried in Margraten, these 

individuals are prepared to fight to defend the values that American and Dutch 

citizens hold dear:  freedom, democracy, and justice. 

 

These values are the core of the 400-year-old friendship between the United States 

and the Netherlands.  They continue to be the driving force in our shared efforts to 

build stability and prosperity around the world.  Ik ben trots op het verbond die de 

mensen van de Verenigde Staten en Nederland al eeuwen lang samenbrengt. 

 



As we enter the fifth century of our friendship, we look forward to an ever-

deepening and expanding relationship.  Organizations such as the Netherlands 

America Institute Limburg strengthen these bonds.   

 

Founded in the first Dutch city liberated by the Americans, NAIL plays an 

important role in forging social, cultural, and economic ties between the United 

States and the Netherlands.  NAIL proudly reports that some of its members 

personally witnessed the arrival of U.S. troops in their towns as children.  For me, 

there is no underestimating the key role the organization plays in keeping those 

memories alive with the children of today. 

 

1952 was not only the year NAIL was founded, it was also the year that Marshall 

Plan aid to the Netherlands was completed.  The Secretary of State, George 

Marshall, created the European Recovery Program 70 years ago to help rebuild the 

economies and the spirts of 16 nations, including the Netherlands and the three 

countries surrounding Limburg.  In the end, this country received more assistance 

per person than any other EU nation, aid worth more than $1,700 per capita in 

today’s currency.  Over a billion dollars in Marshall Plan aid helped rebuild your 

textile, agricultural, and aviation industries.   

 

The Marshall Plan was our way of investing in the future of Europe and helping to 

ensure that the sacrifices of the allied soldiers were not in vain.  Today, as we face 

new threats, we must all do our part to ensure these memories remain alive.  Thank 

you. 


